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My Idea



Bookmark
What is it?
Bookmark is an app solely based on Android, which will encourages users to increase 
their reading habits. One of the key reasons I wanted to create this app as there’s 
currently no app on the market that really enable users to have this gamification 
element to their enjoyment for reading. So, I wanted to change this through my 
major project.

Bookmark will have a range of features and primarily five main screens for the users 
to switch between in the tab bar. These include Home, Books, Search, Reading Goals 
and a Profile screen. 

With Bookmark:
• Users will have the ability to keep track of their reading habits
• Participate in reading challenges
• Sett daily reading goals in hours or pages
• Unlock achievements
• Connect with friends
• Read all new and relevant book reviews 
• Have three default bookshelves, Read, Currently Reading & Want to Read.



User Research



Reading Habits Survey Questions
1. What is your gender?
• Female 
• Male
• Other

2. How old are you?
• Under 18
• 18 - 24
• 25 - 34
• 35 - 44
• 45+

3. How often do you read in a week?
• Everyday
• 3 - 4 times a week
• 2 - 3 times a week
• 1 - 2 times a week
• Not at all
• Other

4. Which do you tend to use more?
• Print books
• Digital ebooks
• Audio books
• Other

5. Do you track your reading 
progress?
• Yes 
• No

6. Would you be interested in an app which 
allows you to track your 
reading progress online?
• Yes
• Don’t see the need
• No
• Other

7.Do you think an app which enables you 
to participate in reading challenges, earn 
rewards/points and helps you keeps track of 
your reading progress, could encourage you 
to increase reading habits? 
• Yes definitely
• Somewhat
• No, wouldn’t make a difference
• I’m not sure
• Other



Reading Habits Survey Answers
With my survey I wanted to identify user’s reading habits and to be informed about 
whether they already track the reading progress online via another app.

I received over 109 responses to my type-form survey which I posted to three 
subreddits, bookclub, book lovers and books.  Some of the key statistics from my user 
research include identifying my target audience:

73%
Of my 109 users are 

Female

25%
Of my 109 users are 

Male

38.5%
Of my 109 users are 18-24 

year olds

57%
Of my 109 users are 

25 – 45+ year old

51%
Of 109 users read 

everyday

66% 
Of the 109 users are 

interested in app which 
allows you to track your 

reading progress



User Personas









Empathy Maps









My Idea

Logo Process



Very initial rough sketches created on Procreate using my iPad, this is after further 
developing sketches on paper first. This process is shown on my Tumblr along with 
most of my other research as well.

I liked the initial idea of incorporating an actual Bookmark symbol into the logo, 
possibly upside down to symbolise the M.  I also originally liked idea of using the B 
by a physical book. However, I think it looks too obvious for a logo, so I’m going to 
explore this further until I achieve something unique but easily memorable for my 
app.



On the left the logo development shows 
various different fonts including 

• Arial 
• Roboto 
• Futura Light
• Gill Sans Regular and Bold
• Gopher

The idea behind creating the book icon 
was to convey two people sharing a book 
and reading it between them so it would 
demonstrate a sense of community. Which 
is one of the core principals behind Book-
mark - to create a community of readers.

The top 3 logos I experimented with a very 
light purple colour palette as this was orig-
inally the colour scheme I was going to go 
forward with until I settled on using blue.



Further refinement of my logo 
process

After experimenting with a range of 
different fonts, I’ve decided to select 
and go further with the font Century 
Gothic Pro as it’s my favourite. I like how 
clean, sleek and modern the font is and 
how easily read it is from a distance 
and when resized.

I’ve explored the use of a different 
range of blues through my logo, as 
I wanted to test what had the best 
visibility and what worked well together. 
I think out of the 5 that the use of a 
black font makes the blue book stand 
out even further so appeals to the eye.

The reason I’ve decided to go with the 
colour blue is simply due to the fact that 
it calls feelings of calmness and serenity 
when looked at. As my app is targeted 
for avid readers, I want it to be an app 
where they can come to chill out and 
record their daily reading.



The finished logo

This is my final logo after a lot of brainstorming, 
Experimentation and iteration. I’m pretty 
pleased with how it’s turned out, as I 
explored a lot of different options before I’ve 
finally settled on this idea.



Bookmark App Icon

This is my final app icon after a lot of 
brainstorming as I originally used a book 
illustration to symbolise the app. However, 
after some feedback I realised it didn’t work 
well or fit in with my current branding. So, I’ve 
used the glasses from my logo in order to 
convey Bookmark the app.



Bookmark App Illustrations

Above are my final illustrations for the On-boarding 
section of my app. I tried to incorporate the same colour 
scheme throughout so that my design is consistent 
and also works well the font and button colours within 
Bookmark.

Track
Your Reading 

Habits

Connect
Friends

Create 
Your own 

Bookshelves



Bookmark App Illustrations

Above are some of the illustrations used throughout my 
app. The first achievement icon is awarded to the user 
once they meet their first reading goal. Whilst the trophy 
icon is used to represent the Reading Goal page, when 
the user goes to change their goal they’ll see the trophy. 
On the right is the bookshelf illustration used for my 
books screen and my on-boarding.

Achievements
Icon

Book-shelve
Illustration

Trophy Icon



User Flows









Competitor Analysis



Apple Health 
App Analysis



Spotify Analysis

(The rest of my research more in-depth is on my 
Tumblr.)


